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Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to YourCause

Corporate Strategy

■ Corporate development advisory

■ Balance sheet and capital structure review

■ Fairness opinions

Private Placements & Capital Raising

■ Late-stage venture, growth equity and buyouts

■ Recapitalizations

■ IPO advisory

Mergers & Acquisitions

■ Sell-side and buy-side M&A advisory

■ Divestitures

■ Restructuring

>6515+2 24
Professionals focused on 

the software industry

Offices in Boston and San 

Francisco

Transactions completed 

representing billions of 

dollars in value

Years of experience 

amongst our senior 

bankers

1
Firm focused exclusively 

on enterprise software

Superior Outcomes
Shea & Company has advised on important transactions 

representing billions of dollars in value across the strategic acquirer 
and financial investor landscape with Clients in the U.S. as well as 

Canada, Europe and Israel

People    ▪ Industry Expertise    ▪ Process Excellence

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to ProfitLogic

has been acquired by

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to HP

has been acquired by 

has received a strategic investment from

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to MRI Software

a portfolio company of

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to Doxim

has been acquired by

a portfolio company of

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to Platform Computing

has been acquired by

Shea & Company Overview

About Our Firm

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to MRI Software

has been acquired by

a portfolio company of

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to EQT

has acquired

has made a strategic equity investment in

a portfolio company of

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to Clearlake Capital

has been acquired by

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to Bronto

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to Gurobi

has received a significant investment from

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to Perforce

has been acquired by

a portfolio company of

has acquired

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to Vista Equity Partners

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to Sovos Compliance

has received a majority investment from

a portfolio company of

a portfolio company of

has received a majority investment from

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to Granicus

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to Superion and Vista 

Equity Partners

has been merged with

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to Aptean and Vista Equity 

Partners

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to BC Partners

a portfolio company of

has acquired
a portfolio company of a portfolio company of

has been merged with
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Representative Transactions

Market Map Coverage:  Government Software

◼ Advised on nearly $5Bn of transaction value in the Government Software 

sector in the last 2 years, more than any other advisor

◼ Our activity and thought leadership in the market has made us a go-to 

resource for investors interested in the sector; this, in turn, has provided 

unmatched insight into the most active investors and what they care about

◼ We have published and maintain well-received industry thought pieces on 

the market

◼ Government Software Market Map 2018

Recent Experience Recent Investors Conversations Regarding the GovTech Market

Shea & Company Overview 

Government Software Practice
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Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to Superion and Vista 

Equity Partners

has been merged with

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to Aptean and Vista Equity 

Partners

has been merged with

Public Sector & Health Care

has acquired

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to Vista Equity Partners

has received a majority investment from

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to Granicus

has made a strategic equity investment in

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to Clearlake Capital

We are a leading software advisory Firm with a Team and practice dedicated to the Government Software market

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to BriefCam

has been acquired by



▪ Superion’s merger with TriTech and the public sector and healthcare business of Aptean creates an industry leader that 

will offer the broadest and most agile suite of software solutions to service agencies of all sizes across North America

▪ The new Company will maintain all current products from each business while investing in the development of new and 

advanced technology solutions

▪ Public Safety Solution:  Software focused on making communities safer and reducing the number of victims of crime and 

disaster through solutions such as integrating devices that detect active shooters with emergency response systems, 

forecasting and preventing crimes through smarter patrolling, and advanced analytics that help measure and improve 

public safety, among many others

▪ Public Administration Solution:  Software focused on making local government more transparent and engaging with 

solutions that empower residents with interactive voice-enabled bill payment, improve tracking and response time for 

permitting, and use AI and data science to quickly transform local government data into web-enabled reports, among 

many other solutions

▪ Simon Angove, who currently serves as the CEO of Superion, will lead the new Company, while TriTech President and 

CEO, Tony Eales, will join the Board of the new Company

▪ “In an environment of increasing citizen expectations and constrained public resources, technology can play a critical 

role by creating a multiplier effect on the work done by public sector agencies.  The new Company brings together the 

largest pool of talent focused specifically on building innovative software technologies for the public sector, and will 

look to incorporate recent advances in data science, cloud-based solutions, IoT and AI/ML to enhance the capabilities 

and impact of the public sector,” – Simon Angove (CEO, Superion)

▪ This transaction is the largest investment focused exclusively on developing software for the public sector

▪ Shea & Company served as the exclusive financial advisor to Superion and its investor Vista Equity Partners
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Shea & Company Overview 

GovTech Case Study:  Superion’s Merger with TriTech and Aptean
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Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to Superion and Vista 

Equity Partners

▪ TriTech is an industry-leading public safety software 

provider to police, fire and EMS agencies

▪ The company revolutionized the industry by becoming 

one of the first vendors to embed mapping technology 

into computer-aided dispatch software and to develop 

sophisticated recommendation algorithms

▪ Its solutions cover every facet within the incident-

response workflow, including 9-1-1, computer-aided 

dispatch, field-based reporting, records management, 

jail management, analytics and intelligence, reporting, 

and ambulance billing

▪ TriTech is headquartered in San Diego, CA, with 

additional offices across the U.S. and over 700 

employees

▪ Superion is a leading software and information 

technology solution provider to city, municipal and 

county governments, as well as public safety and justice 

agencies and nonprofit organizations

▪ Its platform offers solutions helping to reduce the 

number of disasters, increase efficiency in the field, 

streamline connections between citizens and 

information, and balance budgets for city managers

▪ Superion’s 35 years of experience, knowledge and 

expertise helps communities that rely on their software 

serve more than 175 million people each day 

▪ The Company was founded in 1981 and is 

headquartered in Lake Mary, Florida, employing over 

955 people

Transaction Highlights TriTech ProfileSuperion Profile

▪ Superion, a leading provider of software to the public 

sector, has agreed to merge with TriTech and Aptean 

Public Sector and will be co-owned by Bain Capital and 

Vista Equity Partners

▪ Sector:  Public safety and public administration software 

for cities, municipalities, and local governments

▪ Engagement:  Shea & Company was hired to facilitate the 

sale of Superion  

▪ Shea & Company Role:  Exclusive financial advisor to 

Superion and Vista Equity Partners

has been merged with



▪ Aptean’s merger with Superion and TriTech creates an industry leader that will offer the broadest and most agile suite of 

software solutions to service agencies of all sizes across North America

▪ The new Company will maintain all current products from each business while investing in the development of new and 

advanced technology solutions

▪ Public Safety Solution:  Software focused on making communities safer and reducing the number of victims of crime and 

disaster through solutions such as integrating devices that detect active shooters with emergency response systems, 

forecasting and preventing crimes through smarter patrolling, and advanced analytics that help measure and improve 

public safety, among many others

▪ Public Administration Solution:  Software focused on making local government more transparent and engaging with 

solutions that empower residents with interactive voice-enabled bill payment, improve tracking and response time for 

permitting, and use AI and data science to quickly transform local government data into web-enabled reports, among 

many other solutions

▪ Simon Angove, who currently serves as the CEO of Superion, will lead the new Company, while TriTech President and 

CEO, Tony Eales, will join the Board of the new Company

▪ “In an environment of increasing citizen expectations and constrained public resources, technology can play a critical 

role by creating a multiplier effect on the work done by public sector agencies.  The new Company brings together the 

largest pool of talent focused specifically on building innovative software technologies for the public sector, and will 

look to incorporate recent advances in data science, cloud-based solutions, IoT and AI/ML to enhance the capabilities 

and impact of the public sector,” – Simon Angove (CEO, Superion)

▪ This transaction is the largest investment focused exclusively on developing software for the public sector

▪ Shea & Company served as the exclusive financial advisor to Aptean and its investor Vista Equity Partners
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Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to Aptean and Vista Equity 

Partners

▪ TriTech is an industry-leading public safety software 

provider to police, fire and EMS agencies

▪ The Company revolutionized the industry by becoming 

one of the first vendors to embed mapping technology 

into computer-aided dispatch software and to develop 

sophisticated recommendation algorithms

▪ Its solutions cover every facet within the incident-

response workflow, including 9-1-1, computer-aided 

dispatch, field-based reporting, records management, 

jail management, analytics and intelligence, reporting, 

and ambulance billing

▪ TriTech is headquartered in San Diego, CA, with 

additional offices across the U.S. and over 700 

employees

▪ Aptean provides industry-specific enterprise resource 

planning, supply chain management and customer 

experience solutions

▪ The Company’s goal is to end time-wasting homegrown 

software, spreadsheets, and one-size-fits-all solutions 

and to provide industry-specific solutions, expert 

support, and a steady influx of new ideas

▪ Aptean serves over 7,000 highly specialized 

organizations in more than 20 industries and 74 

countries

▪ Founded in 2012, Aptean is headquartered in 

Alpharetta, Georgia and has more than 2,200 

employees

Transaction Highlights TriTech ProfileAptean Profile

▪ Aptean, a leading provider of enterprise resource 

planning software to the public sector, has agreed to 

merge with Superion and TriTech and will be co-owned 

by Bain Capital and Vista Equity Partners

▪ Sector:  Public sector and healthcare enterprise resource 

planning software 

▪ Engagement:  Shea & Company was hired to facilitate the 

sale of the public sector and healthcare business of 

Aptean  

▪ Shea & Company Role:  Exclusive financial advisor to 

Aptean and Vista Equity Partners

has been merged with

Public Sector & Health Care

Shea & Company Overview 

GovTech Case Study:  Aptean’s Merger with Superion and TriTech



▪ Vista Equity Partners, a U.S.-based private equity firm with 

offices in Austin, Chicago and San Francisco, has more 

than $26Bn in cumulative capital commitments and 

invests in software, data and technology-based 

organizations led by world-class Management Teams 

with long-term perspective

▪ Vista is a value-added investor, contributing professional 

expertise and multi-level support towards companies 

realizing their full potential

▪ This investment approach is anchored by a sizable long-

term capital base, experience in structuring technology-

oriented transactions and proven management 

techniques that yield flexibility and opportunity in private 

equity investing

▪ Granicus, a privately-held Company, is the leading 

provider of SaaS workflow management, 

communications and mobile solutions for government 

agencies

▪ More than 1,200 organizations and 63,000 government 

staff members use Granicus to streamline their 

workflows and establish more meaningful connections 

with citizens — online, over social networks and on 

mobile devices

▪ Granicus was founded in 1999 and is headquartered in 

Denver, CO

▪ Vista Equity Partners announced its majority investment 

in Granicus, a provider of state & local government 

software

▪ Engagement:  Shea & Company was hired to evaluate and 

solicit interest and multiple bids from a broad set of 

strategic buyers and financial sponsors 

▪ Sector:  State & local government software

▪ Role:  Exclusive financial advisor to Granicus
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▪ Granicus had a rich product portfolio which acted as a strong platform for upselling customers, including live webcasting 

of public meetings and video archival, complete agenda and legislative management software, tools for automating 

boards and commissions management processes, land and vitals records management, as well as in-meeting mobile 

solutions for elected officials and online feedback platforms for citizens 

▪ The Company also had many inorganic opportunities to increase revenue, expand margins and boost retention metrics, 

which attracted interest from a large group of potential buyers; in this process, Vista Equity Partners made a pre-emptive 

offer that Management and the Board of Directors accepted

▪ The majority investment in Granicus by Vista Equity Partners was announced on August 18, 2016

▪ Existing Owner K1 Investment Management will retain a minority ownership stake in Granicus moving forward

▪ “This investment by Vista—the recognized leader in enabling some of the best and most impactful software solutions 

available today—validates the market leadership we have built to date and presents an exciting platform from which to 

leverage Vista’s immense intellectual capital and resources.” – Jason Fletcher (CEO, Granicus)

▪ “We believe technology will play an increasingly important role both in enabling the legislative processes that keep our 

local communities, cities, and states running efficiently, as well as ensuring communication, openness, and 

transparency in the process.  We anticipate accelerated investment to bring additional capabilities to Granicus’ 

market-leading product suite to serve the needs of our Customers.” – Brian Sheth (Co-Founder & President, Vista)

▪ Shea & Company served as the exclusive financial advisor to Granicus and its owner, K1 Investment Management

has received a majority investment from

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to Granicus

Shea & Company Overview 

GovTech Case Study:  Vista Equity Partners’ Majority Investment in Granicus
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Shea & Company Overview 

GovTech Case Study:  Vista Equity Partners’ Acquisition of GovDelivery 

Transaction Highlights Vista Equity Partners ProfileGovDelivery Profile

▪ Vista Equity Partners, a U.S.-based private equity firm with 

offices in Austin, Chicago and San Francisco, has more 

than $26Bn in cumulative capital commitments and 

invests in software, data and technology-based 

organizations led by world-class Management Teams 

with long-term perspective

▪ Vista is a value-added investor, contributing professional 

expertise and multi-level support towards companies 

realizing their full potential

▪ This investment approach is anchored by a sizable long-

term capital base, experience in structuring technology-

oriented transactions and proven management 

techniques that yield flexibility and opportunity in private 

equity investing

▪ GovDelivery is the leading provider of cloud-based 

communications for government agencies to promote 

usage of services, enhance public awareness and 

increase the contributions and involvement of citizens in 

communities

▪ More than 1,800 organizations use GovDelivery to reach 

over 120MM citizens, and is used by more public sector 

organizations for digital communications than all other 

solutions combined

▪ GovDelivery was founded in 2000 and is headquartered 

in St. Paul, MN

▪ Vista Equity Partners announced its acquisition of 

GovDelivery, a provider of a cloud-based government 

communications platform

▪ Engagement:  Shea & Company was hired to evaluate 

GovDelivery as a potential investment and map the 

surrounding GovTech space 

▪ Sector:  Government communications software

▪ Role:  Exclusive financial advisor to Vista Equity Partners
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▪ GovDelivery has built a world-leading solution around government communications, with Client exposure to both Federal 

and State & Local levels.  Over the past 24 months, GovDelivery has doubled its investments in product development, 

security and operations.  It also launched advanced marketing capabilities, interactive text capabilities and learning-

based content in 2016 alone

▪ Vista’s expertise will help the Company scale further, providing additional value to its Customers

▪ Since 2009, GovDelivery was a portfolio company of Actua Corporation, a publicly traded venture capital firm.  Since the 

Actua acquisition, GovDelivery has increased revenues by nearly 600%

▪ “Vista is a world class Partner for our next phase of growth.  This $153MM investment validates our strategy and is the 

largest single investment in a cloud-based government technology company to date” – Scott Burns (CEO, GovDelivery)

▪ “What sets GovDelivery apart is its success helping governments reach more people through its platform.  We see 

effective communications as an increasingly strategic function and were impressed by the extraordinary value and 

unrivaled security that GovDelivery brings to its clients in this fast growing area” – Patrick Severson (Principal, Vista 

Equity Partners)

▪ Shea & Company served as the exclusive financial advisor to Vista Equity Partners

Shea & Company served as the exclusive 

financial advisor to Vista Equity Partners

has been acquired by
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◼ Digitally-native constituents are driving demand for better accessibility, transparency, new 

and streamlined service levels and improved user experience, which legacy systems simply 

cannot support (due to an explosion of data)

◼ 42% of those in government want to make civic engagement more productive and 

useful, while 36% want to improve transparency

◼ Over the last few years these expectations are also being supported by law dictating 

transparency levels, exemplified by California’s passing of the Brown Act

◼ These goals will drive a wave of investment in improved systems, especially from internal 

government champions that want the recognition in electoral cycles, promotions or job 

security and increased satisfaction for their staffs

Changing Constituent Expectations

Commentary

Shift to the Cloud

◼ Coming out of the Great Recession, budget deficits and the costs associated with legacy IT 

infrastructure have created a demand for lower cost, cloud-based software products to 

supplement and displace them at both the Federal and State and Local level

◼ Particularly attractive is the ability for Government to avoid large, upfront license costs

◼ Overall government cloud adoption is expected to grow from $2.9Bn in 2013 to $18.5Bn in 

2018, a CAGR of 45.1%

◼ 43% of State and Local Government Agencies surveyed plan to increase their IT budgets 

with a similar percentage holding their budgets steady in 2016

◼ The top end of the market is populated by Legacy Vendors (such as Oracle, Microsoft), 

government centric incumbents (Tyler, NIC), venture-backed startups (Socrata, OpenGov) and 

government-focused platforms of scale (Accela, GovDelivery, Granicus)

◼ Many of the more recent entrants to the market have taken a “top down” approach focused 

purely on applications and not the underlying information management

◼ These have yet to show staying power and are liable to become inorganic opportunities 

for the top of the market 

◼ The government-centric platforms have been particularly acquisitive of these smaller 

point solutions to date

Consolidation of GovTech Point Solutions

Key Trends

GovTech Market Map

GovTech Market Trends

Source:  Gartner, Granicus, Forrester, Independent Research
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Source:  Gartner, Markets&Markets, Independent Research

GovTech Market Map

GovTech Market Segments
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Federal State and Local Defense and Military

◼ Market Growth:  State and Local IT spending is large but growing slowly (2.5% 

YoY growth to $52.3Bn in 2016) and is comprised primarily of home-grown, 

on-premise systems; cloud spend is still in its infancy but is growing rapidly at 

49.4% CAGR (2013-2018)

◼ Budget Cycle: A majority of state budget cycles end on June 30; exceptions 

include: Alabama (9/30), Michigan (9/30), New York (3/31), Texas (8/31)

◼ Sales Cycles:  Can vary substantially, depending on the buying agent -

individual government workers can purchase ad hoc without specific 

departmental approval, and agencies can have traditional RFP processes

◼ Solution Preferences:  Many State and Local agencies can adopt various point 

solutions to solve particular problems, which do not require much complex 

integration or maintenance

◼ Notable Vendors: 

State & Local Market Characteristics

◼ Market Growth:  While overall Federal IT spend is also growing slowly (from 

$149.8Bn to $156.83Bn in 2018), cloud spend is growing at 42.2% CAGR 

over the same period             

◼ Budget Cycle: The annual Federal budget cycle ends on September 30

◼ Sales Cycles:  Departmental sales must meet annual Federal budget cycles, 

leading to lengthy sale cycles; reliance on established procurement channels 

like the GSA

◼ Solutions Preferences:  Has traditionally demanded complex solutions (both 

platforms and point solutions) which have generally required sophisticated 

integration via third parties

◼ Notable Vendors:

Federal Market Characteristics 

Government Cloud Market Growth ($ billions)

45% CAGR



◼ Shift to the Cloud: Particularly in state and local, there exists a huge market opportunity where tech upgrading is

just starting. As IT departments grapple with technology upgrades, cloud is clearly the way forward and is

looked at as the foundation for future Open Government, Big Data and IoT initiatives.

GovTech Market Map

Government Software Has Been a Highly Active Market

Key Value Trends

◼ Market Share Expansion Opportunity: There exist only a select few businesses of scale in the market today that

have successfully proven out the platform model, so there is meaningful opportunity for other players to

execute that same thesis and take market share via consolidation.

◼ Market Fragmentation, Consolidation: Highly fragmented market across N. America frames a massive

consolidation opportunity. Previous PE-backed platforms have proven out the ability to build significant scale

at accretive multiples through an aggressive M&A campaign.

◼ High Retention Rates: High retention rates enable highly profitable businesses and make up for low sales

velocity. Of note, government-focused businesses have among the highest retention rates across all

industries.

◼ Evolving Customer Demands: Digitally-native constituents are driving demand for better accessibility,

transparency, new and streamlined service levels and improved user experience, which legacy systems simply

cannot support (due to an explosion of data).

◼ “Graying of Government”: We are seeing a major trend of the “graying of government” where older workers are

retiring and are ultimately replaced by a younger workforce that demands more efficient and modern

solutions.

Government software has been a very active market, and the dozens of businesses we know share key common traits unique to the

government vertical that ultimately drive high values at exit

11



GovTech Market Map

Scale Matters in Government Software

Government software has been a very active market, and the dozens of businesses we know share common financial traits that are 

unique to the government vertical

◼ Market Share and Fragmentation: The government software space is highly

fragmented, which frames the ability for larger platforms to consolidate the

market. Fragmentation exists both on a product basis (e.g., many point solutions)

as well as geographic basis (e.g., many businesses have built share in a particular

geographic region)

◼ Growth Strategy Changes at Scale: We see a difference in growth strategy from

businesses that have reached $25MM+ in recurring revenue vs. smaller vendors.

Generally, larger businesses have a few hundred Customers underlying their

revenue scale and are looking to augment growth by expanding their solution

offering into adjacent products. Some companies are pursuing this via internal

development, but many are doing so through tuck-in M&A

◼ Financial Characteristics: Underlying revenue scale / growth are a few

commonalities that we have seen across the broader government software

landscape:

◼ Revenue Growth: Anecdotally, the average recurring revenue growth rate we see

across the industry is in the “mid teens” percent. We have seen very few high-

growth stories in the market as a result of long sales cycles

◼ High retention rates: Customers tend to be very loyal in the government market,

and the average gross $ retention we have seen is 90%+, with many companies

exceeding 95%. In addition, larger, more diversified vendors have proven out the

cross-sell thesis in their existing base and achieved, on average, net retention

rates of 105%+

◼ Sales Efficient to a Point: Many businesses have found new logo acquisition to

be inefficient above a certain level of spend due to long sales cycles and inertia

in technology adoption. As a result, go-to-market spend (as a % of sales) tends to

be lower than in the commercial sector

◼ Profitability: Most government software businesses have attractive profitability

profiles and high EBITDA margins, enabled by high retention and a relatively low

% of S&M spend

◼ Capitalization: Given the lack of capacity for high-growth stories (the exceptions

being businesses like Mark43 and OpenGov), this has not been a “venture style”

market. Accordingly, almost every business we see on the smaller end (<$25MM

ARR) is founder-backed, and private equity-backed at the larger end

General Observations on the Market Landscape

◼ Market Activity:  Government software has been among the more active 

areas of software in the last 2 years 

◼ Activity has largely been driven by PE investors seeking out new 

platform investments (see list below) as well as a growing number of 

add-on acquisitions by the platform players

◼ Valuation:  Valuation has typically been framed as a multiple of EBITDA 

given the high profitability profile of companies in the market (and 

corresponding lack of high revenue growth).  We see this as a “barbell” 

market for valuation, where disparity exists between valuations paid for 

larger platforms and smaller tuck-ins

◼ Platform acquisitions have generally traded above 14x+ LTM EBITDA

◼ Tuck-in acquisitions have generally traded in a range of 5x – 8x pro-forma 

LTM EBITDA

◼ Relative to software overall, we have seen premium valuations 

ascribed to government software businesses given the attractive 

underlying unit economics

Recent Activity

Notable Recent Transactions
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▪The record layer of government, dealing with permissions, data and money; products in this category help increase transparency, processing, visualization and management of government records

▪Key “Sub-Buckets” include:

o Content Management:  Provides document and records management, and data capture and archiving

o Financial:  Provides accounting and billing for government, revenue management, financial metrics and benchmarking, and fraud detection, performance management; procurement 

management, marketplaces & auctions

o HR & Collaboration:  Provides Human Capital Management, employee and board collaboration, and project management solutions

o Process Management:  Provides business process automation, including enrollment, licensing, case management, and asset and land management, electronic plan review for 

building/construction projects

Smart Infrastructure Civic TechService Providers

GovTech Market Map

Market Map:  Market Segmentation

Horizontal

▪The transaction layer of government; products assist in processing transactions, payments and logistics by public employees of citizens and businesses to fulfill public service requests and service 

delivery

▪Key “Sub-Buckets” include:

o Webcasting, Websites & CMS:  Provides recording and webcasting solutions, and website creation and management

o Open Data:  Provides access to geospatial, financial/budget, and procurement data, as well as data visualization, analytics & storytelling for both government agencies and citizens

o Public Request Management:  Provides customer service, as well as public and service request management, CRM, emergency & public safety communication, recreation & membership 

management, voting & election management, building & land permitting

o Form & Payment Processing:  Provides secure payment processing, as well as form and eSignature management and processing both online and via mobile; enrollment & member management

▪The infrastructural layer of government enabling operations of 

physical assets and systems via digital controls, security, monitoring 

and analytics.  This involves extracting data from physical assets, and 

systems for performance and usage analysis

▪Common use cases include:

o City planning and transit management, utilities 

management (e.g., water, energy, waste) and public safety

▪Technology that connects and empowers citizens; these products do 

not necessarily have government as an end-customer

▪Common use cases include:

o Peer-to-peer interaction, collaboration and reporting, 

crowdfunding and community organizing

o Election and civic project support, and legislative tracking 

and analysis

▪Vendors that 

primarily sell into the 

private sector, but 

have a division or 

product line, 

presence or use case 

in government

▪Third party service providers and integrators of 

government software 

▪Common examples include:

o Consulting projects to improve 

transparency, efficiency and cost-saving, 

and citizen engagement

o Software and website integration and 

enhancement

o IT purchasing resources and services

▪Multi-disciplinary vendors of scale that have solutions across administration, service delivery, infrastructure and/or services

Vertical Players of Scale

Administration

Service Delivery
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▪Adventos

▪AgendaPal

▪AmigoCloud

▪AppCityLife

▪ArchiveSocial

▪ATEXO

▪Avolve

▪Avue Technologies

▪Balancing Act by Engaged 

Public

▪BasicGov

▪Black Mountain Software

▪BlueLine Grid

▪BoardDocs

▪BoardPaq

▪BS&A Software

▪Callyo

▪Captricity

▪Caselle

▪citizenserve

▪CityGrows

▪CityView

▪CivilMaps

▪Comcate

▪Community Systems

▪Computronix

▪Connected Bits

▪Cott Systems

▪CourtView Justice Solutions

▪Credits

▪CrimeStar

▪CSDC Systems

▪Diligent

▪Dude Solutions

▪ECOMPEX

▪EngagePoint

▪ESM Solutions

▪Fast Enterprises

▪FireStop

▪Forensic Logic

▪FreeBalance

▪GCR

▪Gordian

▪GovInvest

▪GovSense

▪Huddle

▪ iWorQ

▪Kofile

▪Laserfiche

▪LegCyte

▪LocalData

▪Loveland Technologies

▪Lucity

▪Magnetic Forensics

▪Mark43

▪MCCInnovations

▪MeWe

▪Munetrix

▪MuniLogic

▪MyGov

▪NEOGOV

▪Neoxen

▪Novusolutions

▪Paladin Data Systems 

(SMARTGOV)

▪PeopleAdmin

▪Perfect Commerce

▪Periscope Holdings

▪PermitZone

▪Pioneer Technology Group

▪Pondera

▪PredPol

▪PropertyInfo

▪Propylon

▪Provox Systems

▪Questica

▪Queue-it

▪SABR.IO

▪StarDyne

▪StreetCred

▪Sustain Technologies

▪Syscon Justice Systems

▪TimeClock Plus

▪TransparaGov

▪Vendor Registry

▪ViewPoint

▪Vision Government 

Solutions

▪Vision Municipal Solutions

▪Vista Solutions Group 

(VistaSG)

▪Xcential Legislative 

Technologies

Smart Infrastructure Civic TechService Providers

GovTech Market Map

Market Map:  Current Market Landscape

Horizontal Vertical Players of Scale

▪Aecosoft

▪Agentvi

▪AlertSense

▪Appallicious

▪Appriss

▪Aunt Bertha

▪Avenet

▪Bang The Table

▪BidNet

▪BoardSync

▪BookingLive

▪Buildingeye

▪Capturepoint

(CommunityPass)

▪CityBase

▪CityGrows

▪CitySourced

▪Cityzen

▪Cityzenith

▪CivicConnect

▪CivicLive

▪CivicPlus

▪CivicSmart

▪ClearGov

▪Clerkbase

▪COBAN Technologies

▪Cognetic Systems

▪Cogran

▪Court Innovations

▪CyPhy Works

▪DataPress

▪Department of Better 

Technology

▪DigitalState

▪DigitalTown

▪EagleEye Intelligence

▪eCivis

▪eGov Strategies

▪Emergency Reporting

▪Enigma

▪Escher Group

▪eScribe

▪Everbridge

▪Everyone Counts

▪EvoGov

▪FaceFirst

▪Firmstep

▪Govini

▪GovQA

▪ iCompass

▪ iConstituent

▪ iMex Systems

▪ Intellivision

▪ Intermedix

▪ Jadu

▪ JCG Technologies

▪ Junar

▪Leightronix

▪Mais Software

▪Maximum Solutions

▪Maximus

▪Municibid

▪Municipal Code 

Corporation

▪Municode

▪MuniRent

▪NextRequest

▪nFocus Solutions

▪NIC

▪OnSolve

▪OpenCities

▪OpenCounter

▪OpenDataSoft

▪OpenGov

▪OpportunitySpace

▪Outreach Systems

▪Pango Mobile Parking

▪Passport

▪Payit

▪PerfectMind

▪Portfol (PIDC)

▪Predata

▪ProductBio

▪Projexity

▪Public-i

▪PublicStuff

▪Qognify

▪Qscend

▪RapidSOS

▪Rave Mobile Safety

▪Rec1

▪Revize

▪SceneDoc

▪Scytl

▪Seabourne

▪SeamlessDocs

▪Selectron

▪Seneca Systems

▪Signal Vine

▪Sliq Media

▪SmartProcure

▪SPIDR Tech

▪SpotCrime

▪SuiteOne Media

▪Swagit

▪Symplicity

▪Taser

▪Turning Technologies

▪Upaknee

▪VaultRMS

▪Vision Internet

▪Vizalytics Technology

▪Aclara

▪AutoGrid

▪Bidgely

▪Boundless Spatial

▪C3 IoT

▪Cartegraph

▪CityScan

▪Cityworks

▪Compology

▪DoubleMap

▪ElectSolve

▪Esri

▪ Intrix

▪ Itron

▪Loci Controls

▪Meter Feeder

▪MetroTech

▪One Concern

▪OPOWER

▪PingThings

▪Placemeter

▪Remix

▪Sidewalk Labs

▪SST

▪Streetlight Data

▪T2 Systems

▪TransLoc

▪Urban Engines

▪Utilidata

▪Valor Water Analytics

▪WaterSmart Software

▪BlocPower

▪CitizenLab

▪Citizinvestor

▪Citymart

▪Civinomics

▪Civocracy

▪coUrbanize

▪CRIMEWATCH

▪Datamade

▪FiscalNote

▪ iVocate

▪Localisto

▪Measured Voice

▪Metroquest

▪My City

▪mySidewalk

▪NationBuilder

▪Neighborland

▪Neighborly

▪Nextdoor

▪OppSites

▪Peak Democracy

▪PlaceAVote

▪PlaceSpeak

▪ProudCity

▪Recovers.org

▪SeeClickFix

▪Urban Sync

▪VillageDefense

▪WiredBlue

▪FIS

▪Google

▪Hyland

▪ IBM

▪ Infor

▪Microsoft

▪Oracle

▪Salesforce

▪SAP
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▪Accenture

▪Booz Allen

▪CACI

▪Carahsoft

▪CGI 

▪Deloitte

▪Dell

▪Harris

▪HP

▪Maximus

▪Microtech

▪Mitre

▪NCI

▪Palantir

▪Raytheon

▪Unisys

▪URS Corp

▪ ITT Corp

▪Accela

▪CentralSquare

▪Compusearch

▪Granicus

▪GTY Technology Holdings

▪NIC

▪Sylogist

▪Tyler Technologies
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GovTech Market Map

Market Map:  Market Leaders

Smart Infrastructure Civic TechService Providers

Horizontal
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Vertical Players of Scale

Financial HR/Collaboration Process ManagementContent Management

Open Data Form & Payment ProcessingWebcasting, Websites & CMS Public Request Management

Leaders determined by employment counts and amounts of financing raised
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GovTech Market Map

Ancillary Functionality Map

Admin. & Finance Human  Services Health Public Safety Criminal Justice Infrastructure Public Works / Services

This map represents a more granular breakdown of the GovTech market and highlights a broad range of adjacencies and ancillary functionality rather than the broader market sub-

segmentation of the slides previous. The companies shown here are examples of each sub-segment, but are not representative of the entire market.

Natural Resources

Internal Tax Systems

Financial Management

& Accounting

eProcurement

Budgeting

Payment Processing

Performance

Management

Fraud Detection

Communications

Benefits Enrollment

& Administration

Integrated Eligibility

Assessment

Case Management

Insurance Systems

Workforce Management

Interactive Voice

Response

Electronic Health

Records

Medicaid

Health Insurance

Disease Surveillance

Health Info Exchange

Permitting

Waste Management

Hazard Waste

Electricity & Billing

Land Management

Billing

Investigative & Case

Management

Court Records

Management

Jury Management

Correctional Facilities

Management

Enterprise Asset

Management

Metro Management

Geospatial Mapping

& GIS

Electronic Plan Review

Mobile Computing

& Barcoding

Mobile Hardware

Disaster Intelligence

& Recovery

Next-Gen 911

Computer-Aided

Dispatch

Records Management

Crime Analysis

False Alarm

Management

High Availability Servers

Operations

Management

Project Management

Electricity & Billing

Parks & Recreation

311

Education 

Administration

Education Analytics

Postal & Mailing

Parking Management
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GovTech Market Map

International Presence

EMEAU.K.Canada

The vendors shown below are headquartered internationally and are a reflection of all international companies included in this market map, which is a selection of notable vendors, not an 

exhaustive list.

Ontario

British Columbia

Other

Australia / New Zealand
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GovTech Market Map

Public Safety Market Taxonomy

Market Leaders
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Public Safety Suites

CAD / RMS JMS Evidence & Case ManagementCAD-to-CAD

Video

Emergency Response & Communications

Information Services

Workforce Management & Training
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GovTech Market Map

Feedback on Government Software Market from Potential Acquirer Universe

Diversified

▪ Large Diversified Software Vendors had some interest in the space, though general feedback is that government is not a priority area

▪ More interest in Federal, State and Local given the “size of wallet” in Federal and the potential services revenue (particularly for those buyers with large services arms)

▪ Target would to be of scale with the right revenue and EBITDA profile in order for it to be considered a priority by these Large Diversified Vendors

Government Players

▪ Many of the Large Pure-Play Government Vendors have been highly acquisitive and continue to see acquisitions as a critical piece of their growth strategy, 

acknowledging that their software offerings are generally outdated and on-premise and they do want to offer more SaaS solutions over time

▪ There is an overwhelming focus on federal government, particularly given that services revenue comprises a significant portion of the total percentage of revenue.  

Many indicated that the lowest tier of government they would entertain is at the state level (e.g., not county or city) given compatibility with current business model

▪ Appeal of County and City market was to act as a “wedge” into a new market whereby they could sell significantly more services and solutions

▪ The larger the contract size, the better – demonstrated upsell is a key piece of their analysis

Information Management

▪ Strong interest in entering the government market and most were generally more agnostic to the Federal, State and Local question, with the ideal target having 

some balance across levels of government

▪ Many of these businesses have a growing business in either government or higher-education, which they view as similar 

▪ SaaS solutions are a must – were primarily focused on revenue growth rate as opposed to profitability profile



Agenda

◼ Shea & Company Overview

◼ GovTech Market Update

◼ Market Valuation Metrics
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($ millions)

Share Price Market Enterprise Revenue [a] EV / Revenue EBITDA [a] EV / EBITDA [b] P / E Multiple [b]

Company (01/15/19) Value Value CY18E CY19E y/y CY18E CY19E CY18E mgn CY19E mgn CY18E CY19E CY18E CY19E

Government Software

Constellation Software 696.15$      14,753$      14,697$      3,030$        3,469$        15% 4.9x 4.2x 763$          25% 914$          26% 19.3x 16.1x 25.9x 21.6x

Tyler Technologies 184.72 7,171 6,900 938 1,039 11% 7.4x 6.6x 281 30% 320 31% 24.6x 21.6x 38.5x 34.4x

ShotSpotter 40.29 436 420 35 46 34% 12.2x 9.1x 3 10% 10 21% nm 43.9x nm nm

 Mean $7,453 $7,339 $1,334 $1,518 20% 8.1x 6.7x $349 22% $415 26% 21.9x 27.2x 32.2x 28.0x

 Median 7,171 6,900 938 1,039 15% 7.4x 6.6x 281 25% 320 26% 21.9x 21.6x 32.2x 28.0x

Government Services

Accenture 146.89$      93,635$      89,669$      40,590$      43,470$      7% 2.2x 2.1x 6,889$       17% 7,303$       17% 13.0x 12.3x 21.6x 20.2x

Booz Allen Hamilton 46.67 6,643 8,085 6,500 6,962 7% 1.2x 1.2x 645 10% 677 10% 12.5x 12.0x 18.6x 16.9x

MAXIMUS 68.52 4,394 4,027 2,441 3,023 24% 1.6x 1.3x 352 14% 410 14% 11.4x 9.8x 20.7x 18.3x

CACI Internationa 149.20 3,707 4,728 4,638 4,922 6% 1.0x 1.0x 448 10% 449 9% 10.6x 10.5x 15.6x 15.1x

Appian 31.05 1,977 1,870 222 255 15% 8.4x 7.3x (30) nm (26) nm nm nm nm nm

NIC 13.65 909 728 341 328 -4% 2.1x 2.2x 85 25% 74 22% 8.5x 9.9x 15.8x 19.7x

 Mean $18,544 $18,184 $9,122 $9,827 9% 2.8x 2.5x $1,398 15% $1,481 14% 11.2x 10.9x 18.5x 18.0x

 Median 4,051 4,378 3,540 3,973 7% 1.9x 1.7x 400 14% 430 14% 11.4x 10.5x 18.6x 18.3x

 Mean 14,847$      14,569$      $6,526 $7,057 13% 4.6x 3.9x $1,048 18% $1,126 19% 14.3x 17.0x 22.4x 20.9x

Median 4,394 4,728 2,441 3,023 11% 2.2x 2.2x 352 16% 410 19% 12.5x 12.1x 20.7x 19.7x

Market Valuation Metrics

I.  Trading Comps:  Government Solutions
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[a] Wall Street consensus estimates

[b] EV / EBITDA multiples in excess of 50x or less than 0x and P/E multiples in excess of 100x or less than 0x are considered to be not meaningful

Sources:  Company releases, Wall Street research



($ millions)

Market Valuation Metrics

II. Precedent Transactions:  Government Software

[b] Source:  The 451 Group

Note:  EV/Revenue multiples greater that 20x and EV/EBITDA multiples greater than 50x are considered to be not meaningful
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Consideration Equity Enterprise EV / Revenue EV / EBITDA

Ann. date Target Acquirer % Cash % Stock value value Current yr Forward yr Current yr Forward yr

02/01/19 MicroPact Tyler Technologies 100.0% 0.0% - $185 2.6x - - -

10/01/18 TradeMaster Tyler Technologies 100.0% 0.0% - $5 - - - -

09/12/18 Sherpa Government Solutions GTY Technology Holdings 100.0% 0.0% - $8 - - - -

09/12/18 Open Counter GTY Technology Holdings 49.0% 51.0% - $30 - - - -

09/12/18 eCivis GTY Technology Holdings 60.0% 40.0% - $50 - - - -

09/12/18 Questica GTY Technology Holdings 66.0% 34.0% - $91 - - - -

09/12/18 Bonfire Interactive GTY Technology Holdings 50.0% 50.0% - $98 - - - -

09/12/18 CityBase GTY Technology Holdings 100.0% 0.0% - $100 - - - -

04/18/18 Socrata Tyler Technologies 100.0% 0.0% - $150 6.0x - - -

02/14/18 Unified Messaging Systems Everbridge 100.0% 0.0% - $34 2.8x - nm -

01/09/18 Northgate Public Services NEC Corporation - - - $644 - - - -

10/31/17 Data Transfer Solutions SNC-Lavalin 100.0% 0.0% - $45 - - - -

10/05/17 Onvia Deltek 100.0% 0.0% - $70 2.8x - nm -

08/17/17 Halarose Idox 70.0% 30.0% $55 [b] $55 [b] 11.0x [b] - - -

08/01/17 Duncan Solutions Navient - - - $80 1.5x - - -

07/24/17 Civica Partners Group - - - $1,370 - - - -

12/07/16 SunGard (assets) Vista Equity Partners 100.0% 0.0% - $850 - - - -

12/15/15 Inventus Solutions RPX 100.0% 0.0% - $232 4.4x 4.2x 12.7x -

10/01/15 New World Systems Tyler Technologies 54.0% 46.0% - $670 5.4x 5.0x - 13.7x

06/09/15 HubWoo Perfect Commerce 100.0% 0.0% - $30 - - - -

03/09/15 Acentia Maximus 100.0% 0.0% - $300 1.4x - - -

12/09/14 Mobile Commons Upland Software 58.0% 42.0% - $10 - 1.7x - -

10/06/14 Consilience Xerox 100.0% 0.0% - $25 - - - -

02/09/14 911 Enable West Corporation 100.0% 0.0% - $43 - - - -

11/30/12 EnerGov Solutions Tyler Technologies 79.0% 21.0% - $13 - - - -

Mean 85.7% 14.3% $55.0 $207.5 4.2x 3.6x 12.7x 13.7x

Median $55.0 $70.0 2.8x 4.2x 12.7x 13.7x



Forward Year Median EV / EBITDA by Growth Tranche

EV / Revenue EV / EBITDA

Revenue Current Year Forward Year Current Year Forward Year

Growth Date Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

< 5% Q4 2018 3.3 x 2.9 x 3.2 x 2.9 x 13.3 x 9.6 x 12.8 x 9.4 x

Q3 2018 3.6 3.1 3.5 3.0 13.1 11.0 12.1 10.5

Q2 2018 3.5 3.4 3.4 3.3 11.7 11.3 12.2 10.5

Q1 2018 3.3 3.3 3.2 3.2 11.6 11.0 12.2 10.5

Q4 2017 3.8 3.3 3.6 3.2 14.0 11.2 12.9 11.4

Q3 2017 3.4 2.7 3.2 2.7 11.6 10.7 11.0 10.2

Q2 2017 3.2 3.1 3.1 3.0 11.6 11.0 12.3 10.5

Q1 2017 2.9 3.0 2.9 2.9 10.6 10.5 9.9 9.5

Q4 2016 2.8 2.4 2.7 2.4 12.4 10.1 12.0 10.6

Q3 2016 3.0 2.7 2.9 2.6 11.4 9.8 11.4 9.8

Q2 2016 2.6 2.2 2.5 2.2 10.5 8.4 9.3 8.6

Q1 2016 2.5 2.3 2.5 2.2 10.2 9.5 8.9 8.9

5% - 15% Q4 2018 4.6 x 4.2 x 4.2 x 3.9 x 21.7 x 20.8 x 19.3 x 18.3 x

Q3 2018 5.5 5.2 5.0 4.8 24.4 24.1 21.6 20.6

Q2 2018 5.0 4.4 4.5 4.1 22.7 20.7 19.6 18.0

Q1 2018 4.2 4.1 3.9 3.8 18.1 17.5 16.9 15.4

Q4 2017 4.5 4.5 4.2 4.1 21.2 19.4 17.7 16.8

Q3 2017 4.3 4.2 4.0 3.9 19.6 18.0 17.9 16.2

Q2 2017 4.1 3.8 3.7 3.5 17.8 16.3 16.6 14.5

Q1 2017 3.8 3.8 3.5 3.4 17.3 15.7 15.2 14.1

Q4 2016 3.9 3.4 3.5 3.1 17.3 16.7 15.5 14.9

Q3 2016 3.8 3.5 3.5 3.3 17.0 14.9 14.6 13.2

Q2 2016 3.5 2.8 3.2 2.6 15.2 14.2 13.9 12.3

Q1 2016 3.4 3.0 3.2 2.8 14.8 14.1 13.6 12.6

15% - 25% Q4 2018 6.7 x 6.2 x 5.5 x 5.2 x 27.1 x 26.6 x 24.3 x 22.6 x

Q3 2018 8.5 7.8 7.0 6.5 32.0 33.0 28.6 28.5

Q2 2018 8.1 7.9 6.7 6.6 29.2 28.8 27.6 24.5

Q1 2018 7.3 7.1 6.0 6.1 29.4 27.0 26.9 24.0

Q4 2017 6.9 6.9 5.8 5.9 28.2 27.4 24.6 22.4

Q3 2017 6.3 6.3 5.2 5.2 27.5 26.2 23.7 21.3

Q2 2017 5.4 5.6 4.5 4.6 28.6 25.9 22.9 22.1

Q1 2017 4.7 4.8 3.9 4.1 24.8 23.7 20.6 20.1

Q4 2016 4.5 4.5 3.8 3.8 23.5 21.6 19.4 17.5

Q3 2016 4.7 5.2 3.9 4.2 24.7 23.6 19.2 19.3

Q2 2016 4.3 4.0 3.6 3.4 21.2 17.4 18.2 15.6

Q1 2016 3.7 3.3 3.1 2.8 21.7 18.1 18.2 16.3

> 25% Q4 2018 10.6 x 10.6 x 8.1 x 8.2 x 29.4 x 29.0 x 27.1 x 30.7 x

Q3 2018 12.9 13.3 9.8 10.4 42.2 42.2 35.1 36.2

Q2 2018 10.6 11.3 8.0 8.3 37.5 37.5 35.4 33.7

Q1 2018 8.3 8.8 6.3 6.9 42.4 42.5 33.7 32.0

Q4 2017 9.1 9.3 6.7 7.1 27.0 17.7 29.0 35.6

Q3 2017 9.2 8.3 6.6 6.4 29.6 28.1 31.7 34.8

Q2 2017 7.1 7.3 5.5 5.8 28.0 27.8 33.3 34.5

Q1 2017 6.4 6.5 5.0 4.9 39.2 39.2 33.3 34.9

Q4 2016 6.3 6.1 4.9 4.7 25.2 24.2 21.4 20.9

Q3 2016 8.3 8.6 6.4 6.1 28.7 34.9 29.0 27.6

Q2 2016 6.7 6.9 5.0 5.3 35.7 34.0 25.1 26.0

Q1 2016 5.6 5.8 4.3 4.5 33.6 38.7 28.4 27.1

Market Valuations of Publicly Traded Software Companies by Growth Tranche
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Market Valuation Metrics

III.  Equity Trading Multiples by Growth Tranche
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Forward Year Median EV / Revenue by Growth Tranche

Note:  EV / EBITDA multiples in excess of 50x or less than 0x are considered to be not meaningful

Sources:  Company releases, Wall Street research



30%+ 5.3x 5.8x 9.0x n/m

20%-30% 3.9x 5.6x 6.5x 14.9x

10%-20% 1.2x 3.1x 8.2x 8.8x

<10% 1.8x 3.3x 6.2x 10.8x

<5% 5%-15% 15%-25% 25%+

Profitability

Growth

EV / CY18E Revenue 
(as of 1/15/19)

Market Valuation Metrics

III.  “Rule of 40” Growth vs Profitability Matrix:  All Software Companies

Data Set:  All public software companies tracked by Shea & Company

Sources:  Company releases, Wall Street research, Capital IQ
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Close Date Company Participating Investor(s) Description Amount

11/06/18  RapidSOS CSAA, Forté, Highland Capital, M12, Playground Global, The Westly Group, Two Sigma Emergency response and prediction $30

11/05/18  NoTraffic lool Ventures, NextGear Ventures, North First Ventures Trafic management plaform $3

10/23/18  Titan Health & Security n/a Campus safety emergency response system $2

10/05/18  Kaseware Responder Ventures Investigative case management system $1

10/03/18  Suspect Technologies Chaac Ventures Law enforcement imaging $1

09/27/18  LiveSafe Enterprise Investment, GXP Investments, Hearst Ventures, IAC, Revolution Mobile social safety application $13

09/20/18  Forecast5 Analytics Riverwood Capital Data analytics for local government administrators $75

09/19/18  CityBase n/a Cloud-based government technology platform $19

09/12/18  MVTRAC n/a License plate recognition traffic and data management $8

08/22/18  CivicScape Ekistic Ventures Predictive analysis technology designed for law enforcement $0

08/21/18  ProHawk n/a Instant visual clarity to deliver high-quality actionable video $0

08/06/18  Government Freelance n/a Government contracting platform $0

07/17/18  StreetLight Data Deutsche Telekom Capital Partners, ENGIE New Ventures, Osage University Partners Transportation data analytics $10

07/15/18  Toka Andreessen Horowitz, Dell Technologies Capital, Entrée Capital, LaunchCapital Tailored ecosystems for governmental agencies $13

05/23/18  Arcus Global YFM Equity Partners Cloud-based applications for public sectors $4

05/18/18  FiscalNote Ozmen Ventures, Plug and Play Tech Center, Revolution, Xplorer Capital Platform designed to make open data useful across industries $13

05/10/18  ClearRoad Urban-X Online platform used in the automation of toll road pricing $0

04/13/18  RapidSOS Alumni Ventures, Castor, Chestnut Street, CSAA, Forté, Highland, M12, Spike, Strawberry Creek, The Yard Advanced emergency technology platform $16

04/06/18  SPIDR Tech Autochrome, Birchmere, Heartland, Kairos, Noname Ventures, Sidewalk Labs, Stage Venture Big data platform intended for law enforcement $3

04/03/18  Civic Eagle Higher Ground Labs Civic engagement platform for policy advocacy campaigns $0

03/20/18  Mark43 Amplo, Breyer, Gen. Catalyst, Govtech Fund, Innov. Endeavors, Pro Rata, Sound, Spark, Goldman Sachs Cloud-based platform for information collection $38

03/16/18  Visual Labs n/a Body camera software designed for smartphones $1

03/15/18  SeamlessGov 1776, Caprock, Empire State, Entrepreneurs Roundtable, Govtech Fund, Motorola, SJF Project management and e-signature platform $8

03/02/18  Arcus Global Boost&Co Cloud-based applications for public sectors $3

02/28/18  Trackbill Serra Ventures Real-time legislative updates tracking $1

02/27/18  Seneca Systems Cowboy Ventures, Govtech Fund, Hemisphere, Initialized Capital Management, Y Combinator Constituent behavior and preference awareness $4

01/24/18  CitySense Angel Ventures Open source smart city software development platform $1

01/08/18  Tussell angel investors Public procurement market analysis and contract database $1

12/20/17  Passport Bain Capital Ventures, Grotech Ventures, MK Capital, Relevance Capital Transportation management and parking control $43

11/17/17  Incident Response Innosphere Fund, Stout Street Capital Incident management and command and control system $1

10/09/17  Titan Health & Security n/a Campus safety emergency response system application $1

09/29/17  Forensic Logic Mainsail Partners Law enforcement and criminal offender data search engine $20

09/15/17  NextRequest Storm Ventures, Switch Ventures Online public record request management platform $4

09/09/17  FiscalNote Cherry Tree Investments, Eastward Capital Partners State and local government policy analysis $7

08/08/17  StreetLight Data Deutsche Telekom Capital, ENGIE New Ventures, Osage University Partners, Vision Ridge Transportation data analytics $10

($ millions)

Market Valuation Metrics

Capital Raises:  Government Software

Latest Round – Date 11/06/18 09/20/18 09/19/18 03/20/18 12/20/17 09/29/17

Latest Round – Size $30 $75 $19 $38 $43 $20

Post-Money Valuation n/a n/a n/a $190 $293 n/a

Amount Raised to Date $65 $60 $29 $78 $58 $22

Notable Past GovTech Funding Activity

Source:  PitchBook and other publicly available sources
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Close Date Company Participating Investor(s) Description Amount

07/01/17  OpenGov Sway Ventures Government data visualization, analysis and sharing $10

06/16/17  BlueLine Grid Bold Capital Partners Public safety mobile collaboration and communication $2

05/16/17  OpenGov Cthulhu, Emerson Collective, Expanding Capital, Sherpa Capital, Telstra, The Dcode Group, Think + Government data visualization, analysis and sharing $30

05/09/17  Remix Software Sequoia Capital, SV Angel Public transit planning and design platform $10

04/27/17  CivicConnect Atlantic Bridge Capital, Westcott Government mobile and web systems $11

04/25/17  RapidSOS A3, City Light, Forté, Highland Capital, Motorola, On Grid, Responder, The Westly Group, Two Sigma Emergency response and prediction $14

04/13/17  Meter Feeder Innovation Works Parking meter payment and enforcement $0

04/10/17  Orbital Insight Balyasny, Clearvision, CME, Envision, Geodesic, GV, Intellectus Partners, Itochu, Lux Capital, Sequoia Societal and economic focused geospatial analytics $50

03/29/17  ClearGov Kepha Partners, MassVentures Citizen engagement and civic communication platform $1

03/22/17  VU Security INICIA, NXTP Labs Fraud prevention, mobile payments and IoT security $4

03/16/17  Adventos n/a Criminal intelligence collaboration and process automation $4

02/15/17  SmartProcure n/a Government contractor and purchasing BI engine $1

01/31/17  CSDC Systems BuildGroup Licensing, permitting & compliance, case & grant management $30

01/13/17  GovInvest n/a Pension, OPEB & debt analysis $2

10/11/16  Cityworks Blue Cloud Ventures, Polaris Partners Public asset & infrastructure management $15

08/23/16  Seneca Systems Cowboy Ventures, FundersClub, Y Combinator Citizen engagement and civic communication platform $0

08/08/16  EngagePoint n/a Enrollment and case management and payment processing $20

07/27/16  Predata Chicago Ventures, Conversion Capital, Edison Ventures Geopolitical volatility analysis $5

04/26/16  Mark43 General Catalyst, GovTech Fund, Lowercase, Sound, Spark, SV Angel, GS Law enforcement and defense data management $27

03/30/16  Compology n/a Waste production data management and analytics $8

03/24/16  SeamlessDocs 1776, Empire State Development, Govtech Fund, Motorola Project management and e-signature platform $7

01/19/16  Captricity Accomplice, Social Capital, White Mountains Insurance Digital data capture and conversion $35

01/19/16  FiscalNote 645 Ventures, Conversion, Green Visor, NEA, QueensBridge, Renren State and local government policy analysis $10

01/11/16  SmartProcure New Ground Ventures Government contractor and purchasing BI engine $8

11/30/15  Mark43 Allen & Co, General Catalyst, GovTech Fund, Innovation Endeavors, Lowercase, Spark Law enforcement and defense data management $11

11/04/15  SeamlessDocs GovTech Fund Project management and e-signature platform $5

10/15/15  OpenGov A16Z, Formation 8, Glynn, Haystack Partners, Thrive Government data visualization, analysis and sharing $26

08/14/15  RapidSOS Highland Capital, Two Sigma Emergency response and prediction $5

05/07/15  Govini Accel, Ares Capital, SFDC, Symphony Technology Group Federal, state and local government markets analytics $20

04/17/15  Enigma NEA, Two Sigma, NYC Investment Fund, American Express, Comcast Public data source management and access $28

03/02/15  Accela ABRY, JPM, Karlani Capital, Landmark Partners Government workflow automation and information tracking $184

07/25/14  Socrata Frazier Technology, Morgenthaler, OpenView, Sapphire Ventures Government open data platform $30

06/17/14  OpenGov A16Z, Cambria Group, Cota Capital, Formation 8, SGVC, Thrive Government data visualization, analysis and sharing $19

06/16/14  Accela Point Judith Capital, Primary Venture Partners Government workflow automation and information tracking $28

02/03/14  Dude Solutions Warburg Pincus Education, healthcare and government facility management $100

($ millions)

Market Valuation Metrics

Capital Raises:  Government Software   continued

Source:  PitchBook and other publicly available sources
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Latest Round – Date 05/16/17 04/10/17 01/31/17 10/11/16 4/26/16 1/19/16

Latest Round – Size $30 $50 $30 $15 $27 $35

Post-Money Valuation $170 $280 n/a n/a $116 $140

Amount Raised to Date $82 $80 $30 $15 $40 $51

Notable Past GovTech Funding Activity
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